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Executive Summary 
 
Background, Motivation and Mission Statement 
Bicycles are frequently used on college campuses and cities worldwide. Key to riding a is bike pump                 
so that the tires can filled to and maintained at an optimal air pressure. Thus this is a product that is                     
widely used and has a long history. However, many pumps available commercially are lacking in               
functionality. For these reasons, the team decided to focus its redesign efforts on this product. Our                
mission statement for the semester is: create a bike pump that pumps air quickly while being                
portable enough to carry it with you while biking and that is lower cost than other bike pumps                  
through simpler assembly, for our product.  
 
Design Methods and Tools Employed to Improve the Design 
To help design our product we learned various processes, tools, and methods for enhancing the               
ease of manufacturing and assembly for product design such as containing system map, functional              
diagrams, and kano quality model. We also wrote a clear mission statement in order to have a                 
distinct design objective and created a customer storyboard to clearly describe the products use              
case. For Material and process selection we used the CES material index chart and CES software. An                 
architectural strategy decision matrix was used to describe the product platforms and create a              
modular design. Boothroyd-Dewhurst DFA Method for ease of assembly and design for snapfits was              
used to increase assembly efficiency and we used Taguchi methods for creating a robust design.  
 
Resulting Improvements in Quality, Cost, and Value to the Customers and the Manufacturer 
The improvements to the product are added features, improvements on existing features, and             
improvements to manufacturability, and lowered manufacturing costs. We added the feature of a             
pressure gauge in response to customer feedback that they would like indication when tires are full                
and feedback on inflation progress. In addition, we added a optional CO2 cartridge valve in               
response to customer desires to be able to fill tires quickly and without putting the product on the                  
ground. With a CO2 cartridge we were able to achieve an inflation time of less than ten seconds, a                   
feature that was identified as delightful in our Kano analysis. For improvement of existing features               
we changed the single small foot stand to two larger stands for increased stability and due to our                  
specific design choices were able to lower material and assembly cost of the foots stands at the                 
same time. To improve manufacturability and lower manufacturing cost to help offset the             
additional cost of added features we simplified the design and managed to decrease the overall               
number of parts and increase assembly efficiency. As part of this we added snap fit interfaces to                 
decrease assembly time and to minimize parts. Overall, our new product is of a higher quality and                 
more fully featured than the original pump and is easier and more economically efficient to               
produce.  
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Pictorial Summary  

  
Fig 1: Original  bicycle pump  

Pictured in Figure 1 is the Malker Bicycle Pump. This compact bicycle floor pump is sold on Amazon                  
at a price of $12.97. It has an aluminum pump body, which makes the pump a lightweight yet                  
durable option for cyclists. With over 347 customer reviews averaging four stars, the Malker              
Bicycle Pump is also a popular option for consumers. Furthermore, the design sold by Malker is                
generic, with several more manufacturers selling this design: e.g., Kitbest and Eastwild. These             
models are similarly popular. Despite its popularity, this design has some obvious flaws. The              
orientation of the foot stand, for example, necessitates that the user bend over awkwardly to               
actuate the pump with one hand. Noting the popularity of the product and these flaws, this team                 
decided to focus its efforts during the semester to redesign the Malker Bike Pump to offer a better                  
and cheaper product.  

  
Fig. 2: The Redesigned Bicycle Pump (Pro-Model for Secondary Customer Group) 
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Product  Dissection  and  Function  Diagram 
 
The team procured a Malker Bicycle Air Pump from Amazon.com. Upon its arrival, the team first                
took pictures of the product from several views and experimented with using the device. After this,                
the device was disassembled. The result of this is provided in the exploded view photo, shown in                 
the figure below. Table 1 names the individual components of the product.  

 
Fig 3: An exploded view of the original bicycle air pump that the team purchased.  

Table 1: Component Parts of the Original Product 
Part  Part Name 

A Small O-Ring 

B Tube End Retainers 
C Tubing End Cap 
D Large O-Ring 
E Valve Seal Retainer  
F Valve Seal 
G Valve Adaptor  
H Valve Clamp Lever 
I Valve Clamp Pin 

J Pump Piston  
K Cleaning Set Screw 
L Foot Stand 
M Pump Handle 
N Piston  
O Pump Barrel 
P Piston Gasket Header 
Q Folding Handle Shaft  
R Folding Handle Pin 
S Frame Bracket 
T Hose 
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The team then sought to identify the function, materials, and manufacturing method corresponding 
to each part of the original pump. This information has been provided below in Table 2.  
 

Table 2: Functions, materials, and manufacturing methods of each component of the original product.  

Part  Part Name Material Manufacture Method Part Function 

A Small O-Ring Rubber Injection Molding Seals to prevent air escaping 

B Tube End Retainers PVC Injection Molding Screws over tube ends to prevent disconnection and to 
maintain seal 

C Tubing End Cap PVC Injection Molding makes airtight connection between tub and rigid parts 

D Large O-Ring Rubber Injection Molding Seals to prevent air escaping 

E Valve Seal Retainer  PVC Injection Molding Screws over valve adapter ends to retain rubber seal 

F Valve Seal Rubber Injection Molding Seals over tire valve end 

G Valve Adaptor  PVC Injection Molding Allows clamping to tire valve 

H Valve Clamp Lever PVC Injection Molding provides lever arm for valve adaptor 

I Valve Clamp Pin Steel Extrusion provides rotating connection for lever arm 

J Pump Piston  PVC Injection Molding Move air from one location to the other 

K Cleaning Set Screw Steel Extrusion allows for access to Pump piston inside 

L Foot Stand Steel Extrusion & Bending Allow user to stabilize pump with foot 

M Pump Handle PVC Injection Molding provides grip and force distribution to the hand  

N Piston  PVC Injection Molding adapts to piston and hold o-ring seal 

O Pump Barrel Aluminum Alloy Extrusion Contains air, which is pumped by the manually 
actuated piston 

P Piston Gasket Header PVC Injection Molding Seals end of barrel and adapts to handle shaft 

Q Folding Handle Shaft  PVC Injection Molding Seals the connection between nozzle and tire valve  

R Folding Handle Pin Steel Extrusion Attaches handle to handle shaft 

S Frame Bracket PVC Injection Molding Attaches pump to bike for transport 

T Hose Rubber Injection Molding Transfer air to the nozzle 
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The purpose of this product is to pump air into bike tires. As such, the team created the following                   
function diagram, shown below in Figure 4, for the bike pump. 

 

Fig 4: Functional decomposition of the bicycle air pump. The core function is to pump air into bike tires. The 
team has broken this function down into its component subfunctions and intermediary steps. 
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Development of Design Requirements. 
 
To identify different redesign opportunities, the team created a customer panel consisting of 15              
individuals. The gender ratio of this panel was 11 males to 4 females. Further details regarding the                 
panel members can be found in the appendix. 

The team requested feedback from the customer panel regarding the original product. Specifically,             
the team asked that panel members relay what they did not like about the design of the original                  
pump and products similar to it. From this feedback and from the team’s own usage of the                 
purchased Malker pump, key opportunities for the redesign effort were identified. This information             
was later used to generate a Kano questionnaire. From this a Kano quality model will be used to                  
focus on the key functional changes that will make the redesign proposed by the team unique.  

To visualize the constraints on the bike pump design and the needs of the consumer, a system map 

was created, as shown below in Figure 5. 

 

Fig 5: Containing product system map for the bicycle air pump. Constraints are indicated by arrows leading                 
into the system, whereas the consumers’ needs are indicated by the arrow leading out of the system.  
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As mentioned in the previous section, the team used feedback from the customer panel and its own                 
experience with the original bike pump to generate a Kano Questionnaire, which was then sent to                
the customer panel. The questions asked and the possible answers are provided in the table below. 

Table 3: Kano Questionnaire for the Bicycle Air Pump 

Questions Like Normally that way Don’t care Don’t like 

How would you feel if the handle’s length was 
increased for better gripping of the pump? 

    

How would you feel if the bike pump has only one 
foot stand? 

    

How would you feel if there is a pressure gauge to 
show the user when the optimal tire pressure is 
reached? 

    

How would you feel if the bike pump has two foot 
stands? 

    

How would you feel the bike pump filled your bike 
tire in 15 seconds? 

    

How would you feel if the pump indicates to the 
user by touch when the optimal tire pressure is 
reached? 

    

How would you feel if the bike pump filled your 
bike tire in 5 minutes? 

    

How would you feel if the handle’s length was kept 
as it is for gripping of pump? 

    

 
The results of the Kano Questionnaire are provided in Tables 4-7 on the following pages. Delighting, 
normal and expected functional regions are shaded in green, yellow and pink respectively. 
 

     

Delightful Normal Expected Irritant Indifferent 
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Pressure Gauge 

Positive: How do you feel if their is pressure gauge to provide indication to user about when the air 
is optimally filled? 
Negative: How do you feel if the indication to user about when the air is optimally filled is done by 
touch? 
 

Table 4: Kano Evaluation Table for Pressure Gauge  
 Negative Question Answer 

 
Positive question 
answers 

 Like Normally that way Don’t care Don’t like 

Like 5 2 3 4 

Normally that way    1 

Don’t like     

Don’t care     

 

Pump Handle 

Positive: How do you feel if the handle’s length was increased for better gripping of the pump? 
Negative: How do you feel if the handle’s length was kept as it is for gripping of pump? 

 
Table 5: Kano Evaluation for Pump Handle 

 Negative question answer 

 
Positive question 
answers 

 Like Normally that way Don’t care Don’t like 

Like 1 2 1 4 

Normally that way  1   

Don’t like    1  

Don’t care   1 3 
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Sturdiness 

Positive: How do you feel if the bike pump has two foot stands? 
Negative: How do you feel if the bike pump has only one foot stand? 

 
Table 6: Kano Evaluation Table for Sturdiness 

 Negative question answer 

 
Positive question 
answers 

 Like Normally that way Don’t care Don’t like 

Like  1 3 1 

Normally that way   6 
 
 

1 

Don’t like 1    

 Don’t care    2 

 

Speed 

Positive: How would you feel the bike pump filled your bike tire in 15 seconds? 
Negative: How would you feel if the bike pump filled your bike tire in 5 minutes? 

 
Table 7: Kano Evaluation Table for Speed 

 Negative question answer 

 
Positive question 
answers 

 Like Normally that way Don’t care Don’t like 

Like  3 9  

Normally that way   1  

Don’t like   1  

Don’t care  1   

 
From the Kano evaluation tables, the team found that majority of panel members liked the idea of                 
having a pressure gauge to provide information about when air is optimally filled. The majority of                
panel members didn’t like the idea of the bike pump filling the bike tire in 5 minutes and liked the                    
idea bike tire being filled in 15 seconds which makes that as a delightful feature. So the team chose                   
having the tire being filled in 15 seconds as a delightful function to focus in our redesign effort. 
 
The product could be made better if it had an air compressor for automatic pumping mode that                 
could pump air without manual work. The team should consider adding this function so that young                
children and old people don’t find it difficult to use and it also eliminates labour work while                 
pumping tires that can take a long time. Also, the pump has many different parts that are relatively                  
small in size such as nozzles, caps and valves that could easily be lost, so providing attachments                 
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could make sure that those parts are not lost. Lastly, the pumps hose is not long enough that makes                   
it difficult for adults to use as they have to bend a lot while pumping air straining their back.  

 

Mission Statement 

After assessing feedback from the customer panel, the team defined its mission statement to guide 
its efforts during the redesign process. This can be found below in bold: 

Create a bike pump that pumps air quickly while being portable enough to carry it with you 
while biking and that is lower cost than other bike pumps through simpler assembly.  

Product Status 

The Product Status was established by filling out the questionnaire shown below in Table 8.  

 Table 8: Product Status Questionnaire 

Question  
Yes 

(Static) 

N o 

(Dynamic) 

1. There have been no technical advances recently that could be used to replace this product?   ✔   

2. Do most companies making this product appear to copy each other? ✔     

3. Must new designs use the existing production facilities?  ✔    

4. Does this product interface with other products or fit an assembly not made by your 
company? 

 ✔    

5. Do you/will you use much dedicated machinery or hard automation in the manufacture of 
this product? 

 ✔    

6. Is styling one of the most important considerations when embarking on a redesign?  ✔    

7. Must new designs use the existing sales force and/or distribution networks?  ✔    

8. Must tried and proven methods be used in the design of the product?  ✔    

9. Must new designs be an extension of the existing product range?   ✔   

10. Is this product made by assembling components the majority of which are made by other 
companies? 

 ✔    

11. Is more manufacturing process design done than product design? (Design of the 
production method rather than of the product) 

 ✔    

12. Has the product design specification remained significantly unaltered recently by your 
market research department and by your main customers? 

 ✔    

13. Do you use the same components from this product in several other products?  ✔    

Totals  11 2  
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Completing the product status questionnaire, it is determined that the bicycle air pump is a static                
product. This information will influence our design requirements because we will need to make              
sure to find numerous delightful functions and do our best to reach to the performance level of the                  
world class products. This way we can maximize the performance of our product with minimum               
effort.  

Benchmarking 

Next, the team performed Competitive and Lateral benchmarking as shown in Figure 6, below:  

 

 

 
Fig 6: Benchmarking of the Original Product against Competitors 
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Customers will compare the redesigned pump to others in the market so the team needed to set its                  
design requirements relative to those of competitive products. The team compared the competitive             
products based on the delightful functions, which are the speed of pumping and whether the               
competitor products have a pressure gauge. From observations, the team determined that a need to               
increase speed of pumping to 8-12 L/min, which is the speed of pumping range for our biggest                 
competitors. Most of the competitors include a pressure gauge in the pump, so there is a need to                  
modify the original design to include one as well. Amazon links to the original and competitor                
products are provided in our appendix. 
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Target Demographics 

The team identified two potential customer groups. These are the primary and secondary customer              
groups.  

The primary customers are recreational bikers. These are household individuals who casually bike             
during weekends. Their age varies from late teens to late 40s. Their average income varies from 0                 
to 80,000$/year. They generally are a part of nuclear family. They ride bike not as a way to                  
commute but they ride for fun.  

The secondary customer group is the biking enthusiast.This is someone in their late 20s, with               
average income. Perhaps they bike to work everyday or they bike to exercise or compete. In any                 
case, they use their bike on a daily basis. In contrast to the primary group, biking enthusiasts need a                   
bike pump that is lighter, more durable and inflates quicker so that they can carry and use it                  
everyday.  

Both groups are similar to each other because they want to buy the best and the cheapest bike                  
pump to suffice their needs. They both care that the pump is easy and comfortable to use. They are                   
different to each other because secondary customers want a portable and light pump that they can                
carry at all times whereas the primary customers do not care about the weight as much since they                  
will not be commuting everyday. 
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Product Design Specifications 
 
Using customer panel feedback, the team’s own experience with the bike pump, product status, and               
competitive benchmarking, the team determined the following product design specifications for its            
redesign of the bicycle air pump, provided in Table 9, below. 

 
Table 9: Product Design Specifications for Redesigned Bike Pump  

Specification  Units Interacting 
System 

Constraint
/Need 

Kano 
Category 

Competitive 
product 

 

Current 
Product 

World 
Class 

Target - 
Primary 

Customers 

Target - 
Secondary 
Customers 

Type 
of 

Spec. 

Primary/ 
secondary 
similarity 

Speed/Pumping 
Rate  

L/min customer need delightful 8 2 12 8 12 ≥  Different 

Weight kg customer constraint ---- 0.25 0.2 0.05kg 0.10 0.05 ≤  Different 

Overall Length mm customer constraint ---- ~260 265 200 250 250 ≤  Same 

Valve Types Schrad
er/Pre

sta 

Tire 
Manufacture

s 

constraint ---- both both both both both = Same 

Mounting Type Tube/
Water 
Bottle 
Bolts/ 
none 

customer need ---- None Water 
bottle 
Bolts 

tube tube tube = Same 

Hose Length mm pump 
manufacture

r 

constraint ---- 0 (no hose) 250 500 300 300 ≥  Same 

Price USD customer constraint ---- 20 12.97 65 10 15 ≤  Different 

Pressure Gauge Yes or 
No 

gauge 
manufacture

rs 

need Normal no no yes yes yes  Same 

Cylinder Volume mm^3 pump 
manufacture

rs 

constraint ---- ~250 ~250 750 300 300 ≥  Same 

Foot stand 1, 2 or 
none 

pump 
manufacture

rs 

need Indifferent none 1 2 2 2 ≥  Same 

Max Pressure 
Output 

KPa pump 
manufacture

rs 

constraint ---- ~700 ~700 ~1000 1000 1000 ≥  Same 

Pump Stroke mm pump 
manufacture

rs 

need ---- 250 125 500 500 500 ≥  Same 
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Concept Generation and Selection 
 
In the concept ideation phase, the team sought to devise several working principles for three key                
subsystems and actions involved the operation of the bike pump: the foot stand, clamping of the                
nozzle, and pushing of the pump handle. Using these working principles, the team devised three full                
design concepts to address the product specifications in the previous section and the needs and               
wants of the consumers.  
 
The original Bike Pump is provided below, in Figure 7. Figures 8-10 contain the design concepts                
generated by the team for the redesign of the product. 
 

 
Fig 7: Original Malker Bicycle Air Pump 

 

 
Fig 8: Concept 1, Bike Pump Pro 

 

 
Fig 9: Concept 2, Foot Driven Bike Pump 
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Fig 10: Concept 3, Handheld Pump 

 

Concept Explanations 

Concept 1: Bike Pump Pro 

This design is very similar to the original bike pump. It delivers the delightful function found in                 
HW2 by incorporating a pressure gauge in the design. It also replaces the single foot stand in favor                  
of a dual foot stand, which allows user to straddle the bike pump along their center of gravity while                   
pumping, reducing the distance they need to bend down to use the pump. Finally, the variant of this                  
concept for the commuter/enthusiast customer group can offer the ability to use CO2 canisters to               
fill the bike tire quickly.  

Concept 2: Foot Driven Bike Pump 

In this design, the user actuates the pump with their foot. By stepping on the pedal, the pump                  
cylinder moves along the piston shaft. A tube is connected to the cylinder, the end of which has a                   
nozzle which attaches to the valve of the bike tire. A pressure gauge indicates the pressure in the                  
tire.  

Concept 3: Handheld Bike Pump 

In this design, the pump is made compact. Pumping by hand is intended to help top off bike tire                   
pressure, while the user can insert a CO2 canister when more air is required. The handle is                 
ergonomic and grippy. No foot stands are required. This design is highly portable as well.  
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The table below contains the concept selection matrix used to select the design concept the team                
would proceed with for the redesign.  

 
Table 10: Concept Selection Matrix 

Design Criteria Weight Original Concept 1 Concept 2 Concept 3 

Modularity 1 0 +1 -1 -1 

Portability 3 0 0 -1 +1 

Ease of Use 2 0 0 -1 +1 

Pumping Speed 3 0 +1 +1 0 

Pressure Indicator 2 0 +1 +1 0 

Weighted Total - 0 6 -1 4 

 
As seen in the table above, the following criteria were used to select the final concept: modularity,                 
portability, ease of use (simplicity of design), pumping speed, and the presence of a pressure               
indicator. All three concepts were compared to the original bike pump, which was used as the base                 
for this Pugh chart. A score of +1 meant the design performed better in that attribute than the base,                   
0 meant that the design performed equally as the base, and -1 meant that it performed worse than                  
the base. After grading the concepts in the Pugh chart, Concept 1, the Bike Pump Pro, was chosen as                   
the winner.  
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Architecture Strategy 
 
To address the needs of the two target markets considered (recreational users and enthusiasts), the               
team selected a modular architecture as its architectural strategy for the redesigned product. There              
are two versions of the product: one for recreational users, who will only use the pump occasionally                 
and one for biking enthusiasts, who commute/exercise/compete with their bikes and will need the              
pump on a more frequent basis. Table 11, below, contains the decision matrix used to identify                
which parts of the redesigned product would be modular and which parts would be the platform                
(common to both variants of the product). 
 

Table 11: Decision Matrix to evaluate modularity of redesigned product components 

DECISION MATRIX 

Cost To Offer Variety   

High Cost Platform  
 

Pump Cylinder 
Pump Piston 
Pump Handle 

 
 
 
 

Analyze To Decide 

Low Cost Does not Matter 
 

Nozzle 
Hose 

Modularize 
 

Pressure Gauge 
Dual Foot Stand 

Pump Base 
 
 
 

 Low Importance High Importance 

 Importance to Overall Profit through Brand Differentiation  

 
From this decision matrix, it was determined that the following parts would be modularized: 
Pressure Gauge, Foot Stand, Pump Base, Pump Nozzle, and Hose. The following parts would be part 
of the platform: Pump Cylinder, Pump Piston, and Pump Handle.  

 
The Interface between platform and modules is at the end of the pump cylinder. The platform                
consists of the pump cylinder, piston, and handle. The interface is a retaining ring with interior                
female threads on the platform side and O-ring and male threads on the module side that makes a                  
seal on the inner wall of the pump cylinder. This allows the different modules such as the pressure                  
gauge, the dual foot stand and the base to be plugged in easily and to make a secure airtight seal                    
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between the two. This interface is also very flexible and allows the modules to vary greatly in size                  
and geometry while still being easy to assemble. 
  
This same type of interface but with smaller diameter connections can be used elsewhere on the                
product to have further modularity such as different hose lengths or valve clamp types and would                
work in a functionally identical way.  

 
Below is a rudimentary Sketch for the concept for the interface geometry is shown. 

 

 

Fig 11: Module to Platform Interface 
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The figure below provides a full five-view sketch of the redesigned product. The colors indicate the 
module and platform parts of the product: module in blue and platform in yellow. 
 

 
Fig 12: Bike Pump Pro. The Modular part of the design is shown in blue and the platform in yellow.  
 

Although the figure shows the pro model catering to the secondary group, the base model of the                 
redesigned product would be very similar, lacking only the pressure gauge and CO2 canister              
compatibility. This caters to the needs of the customers who expressed an unwillingness to sacrifice               
cost for added functionality. Meanwhile the pro model caters to the customers who are willing to                
pay more for the added functions.  
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Design for Assembly Methods 
 
The team used the Boothroyd Dewhurst Method of Design for Assembly (DFMA) to assess the               
assembly efficiency of both the original bike pump and the proposed redesign.  
 
The figure below contains an exploded view of the original Malker bicycle air pump. 

 

Fig 13: Exploded View of Original Product, there are 20 different parts (A through T) and 24 parts in total. A 
table containing the full details regarding these parts can be found in the Product Dissection section, page 4. 

 

Having taken apart the original product, the team assumed the following assembly order: 

1) Sub-Assembly 1: Pump Nozzle  
a) Secure Valve Adaptor (G) 
b) Attach Valve Clamp Lever (H) 
c) Secure Valve Clamp Lever by inserting Valve Clamp Pin (I) 
d) Insert Valve Seal (F) in Valve Adaptor (G) 
e) Fasten Valve Seal Retainer (E) to Valve Adaptor (G) 

2) Sub-Assembly 2: Pump Base 
a) Secure Pump Piston (J) 
b) Attach Foot Stand (L) to Pump Piston (J) 
c) Insert Cleaning Set Screw (K) to Pump Piston (J) and fasten 
d) Attach Piston (N) to Pump Piston (J) using threads on J 

3) Sub-Assembly 3: Tubing 
a) End Caps (C) to Hose (T) 
b) End Retainers (B) and Small O-Rings (A) to ends of Hose  

4) Sub-Assembly 4: Pump Body 
a) Large O-Ring (D) and Piston Gasket Header (P) to Pump Barrel 
b) Folding Handle Shaft (Q) to Pump Barrel 
c) Pump Handle (M) to Folding Handle Shaft (Q) 
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d) Folding Handle Pin (R) fastens M to Q 
5) Secure Sub-Assembly 2 
6) Sub-Assembly 4 to Sub-Assembly 2 
7) Sub-Assembly 3 to Sub-Assembly 2 
8) Sub-Assembly 1 to Sub-Assembly 3 
9) Frame Bracket (S) to Pump Barrel (O) 

 
A total of 20 interactions are required to assemble the original product. The team has provided a                 
table below containing the DFMA handling and insertion codes and their corresponding times in the               
table below. 
 

Table 12: Handling & Insertion Times for DFMA of Original Bike Pump 

Part 
Handling 

code 
Handling 
Time (s) 

Insertion 
Code 

Insertion Time 
(s) 

Operation 
Time (s) 

Theoretical 
Min. No. Parts 

A 0 7 2.65 1 0 4 6.65 0 

B 1 5 2.25 3 8 6 8.25 0 
C 1 5 2.25 0 1 2.5 4.75 0 
D 0 0 1.13 0 0 1.5 2.63 0 
E 1 6 2.57 3 8 6 8.57 0 
F 1 6 2.57 0 0 1.5 4.07 0 
G 1 0 1.50 3 8 6 7.50 1 
H 3 0 1.95 0 6 5.5 7.45 1 
I 0 1 1.43 1 0 4 5.43 0 

J 1 0 1.50 0 0 1.5 3.00 1 
K 1 6 2.57 4 8 8.5 11.07 0 
L 1 0 1.50 0 1 2.5 4.00 1 
M 3 0 1.95 0 6 5.5 7.45 1 
N 1 5 2.25 3 8 6 8.25 1 
O 1 0 1.50  0 0 1.5 3.00 1 
P 1 0 1.50 3 8 6 7.50 0 
Q 1 0 1.50 3 8 6 7.50 1 
R 1 5 2.25 1 0 4 6.25 0 
S 3 0 1.95 0 1 2.5 4.45 1 
T 0 0 1.13 0 1 2.5 3.63 1 

 
Based on these assumptions, the team determined that the original product would require 143.68              
seconds to assemble. Of these 20 parts, however, only 10 were deemed necessary in theory.               
Therefore, assuming three seconds per each of the theoretical minimum number of parts, the team               
arrived at a theoretical assembly time of 30 seconds. The assembly efficiency is the quotient of                
theoretical assembly time and the actual assembly time. The original bike pump has an assembly               
efficiency of 20.9%. 

 
43.68 s  T ACT = 1   

0  NMIN  THEORY = 1  

N 0 s  T THEORY = 3 MIN  THEORY = 3   

ssembly Eff iciency  0.9% A = T ACT
T THEORY = 2  
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The figure below contains an exploded view of the proposed redesign to the Malker Bicycle Air 
Pump. The table below the figure names the parts labeled in the figure.  

 

 
Fig 14: Exploded view of the pro-model of the redesigned bicycle air pump. There are 19 different parts (A-S) 
and 20 parts in total.  
 

Table 13: Parts of the Redesigned Product 
Part  Part Name 

A Handle 
B Pump piston 
C Folding handle pin 
D Piston gasket header 
E Large O-ring 
F Pump barrel 
G Base 
H Base grip 
I Small O-ring 
J Snap fit insert 
K Pressure Gauge 
L Tubing end cap 
M Hose 
N Valve adaptor 
O Valve seal 
P Valve seal retainer 
Q Valve clamp pin 
R Valve Clamp Lever 
S Foot Stand 
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The team assumed the following assembly order for the pro-model of the redesigned bicycle air 
pump: 

 
1. Sub-Assembly 1: Pump housing 

1. Secure Pump barrel (F) 
2. Attach Foot Stand (S) to Base (G) 
3. Attach base (G) to pump barrel (F) 

2. Sub-Assembly 2: Pump Nozzle  
1. Secure Valve Adaptor (N) 
2. Attach Valve Clamp Lever (R) 
3. Secure Valve Clamp Lever by inserting Valve Clamp Pin (Q) 
4. Insert Valve Seal (O) in Valve Adaptor (N) 
5. Fasten Valve Seal Retainer (P) to Valve Adaptor (N) 

3.  Sub-Assembly 3: Tubing 
1. Piston gasket header (D) into shaft of piston (B) 
2. Piston (B) pinned into handle (A) using folding handle pin (C) 
3. Then piston end of (B) goes into pump barrel (F) i.e subassembly 3 goes into subassembly 1 

via large o-ring (E) and piston gasket header (D) screws into the end of pump barrel (F). 
4. Sub assembly 2 goes into sub assembly 1 via snap fit part (J) that snap fits into the base (G) 

 
A total of 12 interactions are required to assemble the redesigned product. In the table below, the                 
team has provided the DFMA handling and insertion codes for the parts of the redesigned product.                
From this, the team determined that the actual assembly time has been reduced to 91.78 seconds.                
The theoretical minimum number of parts and theoretical assembly time have remained constant in              
the redesign. The assembly efficiency has been increased to 32.7%. In part, this increase in               
assembly efficiency can be attributed to the incorporation of snap-fits in the redesign, which will be                
discussed in the following section.  
 

Table 14: Handling & Insertion Times for DFMA of the Pro Model of the Redesigned Bike Pump 

Part Qty. 
Handling 

code 
Handling 
Time (s) 

Insertion 
Code 

Insertion Time (s) 
Operation 
Time (s) 

Theoretical Min. 
No. Parts 

A 1 30 1.95 06 5.5 7.45 1 

B 1 10 1.5 00 1.5 3.0 1 
C 1 13 2.06 30 2 4.06 0 
D 1 10 1.5 38 6 7.5 0 
E 2 00 1.13 00 1.5 5.26 0 
F 1 10 1.5 00 1.5 3.0 1 
G 1 10 1.5 00 1.5 3.0 1 
H 1 10 1.5 30 2 4.5 0 
I 2 07 2.65 00 1.5 8.3 0 

J 1 01 1.43 30 2 3.43 1 
K 1 00 1.13 00 1.5 2.63 1 
L 1 10 1.5 00 1.5 3.0 0 
M 1 00 1.13 00 1.5 2.63 1 
N 1 10 1.5 00 1.5 3.0 1 
O 1 16 2.57 12 5 7.57 0 
P 1 16 2.57 12 5 7.57 0 
Q 1 01 1.43 10 4 5.43 0 
R 1 30 1.95 00 1.5 3.45 0 
S 2 10 1.5 30 2 7 2 

 
, 1.78 s  T ACT = 9 ssembly Eff iciency  2.7% A = T ACT

T THEORY = 3  
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Design of Snap Fits 
 
Three snap-fit assemblies have been incorporated into the proposed redesign of the bicycle air 
pump. These are the Pump Base (G) to Pressure Gauge (J) adapter and the Pump Base (G) to the 
Foot Stands (S). These snap-fits are illustrated in the figure below.  

  
Fig 15: The following snap-fit assemblies have been incorporated in the design: Pump Base to Pressure Gauge 
Adapter and Pump Base to the Foot Stands.  

To calculate the assembly force  ,  the deflection force P must be calculated using the equationF i  
below: 

 ydE X  P =  s  

where, y is the undercut, d is the joint diameter, is the secant modulus of the material and X is Es  
the geometric factor of that accounts for the rigidity of the component materials.  

Note that for the snap-fit between the foot stand to pump base we used a polyamide rigid hub and a 
flexible shaft. Therefore, the geometric factor as shown below was used to calculate P.  

.62X = 0 √(d/d −1)/(d/d +1)i i

[(d/d ) +1]/[(d/d ) −1]−vi
2

i
2  

where, d is the diameter at the joint is the internal diameter of the hollow shaft, and v is Poisson’sdi  
Ratio with a value of 0.4. 

For the snap fit between the Pressure Gauge Adapter to Pump base we used an ABS flexible hub and 
a rigid shaft. Therefore, the geometric factor as shown below was used to calculate P. 

.62X = 0 √(d /d −1)/(d /d +1)o  o  

[(d /d) +1]/[(d /d ) −1]+vo
2

o  
2  

where, d is the diameter at the joint, is the external diameter of the tube, and v is Poisson’s Ratiodo  
with a value of 0.4. 

After, the deflection force P was calculated, the undercut y is calculated using the equation below: 
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 E d  y =  a   

where,  is the maximum strain of the material and d is the joint diameter of the hub or the tube. Ea   

Note that for both of the snap-fits the value of Young’s Modulus was used for to simplify our Ea  
calculations. 

 

Finally the assembly force  was calculated using the equation below:F i  

( )F i = P μ+tan(α)
1−μtan(α)  

, where P is the calculated deflection force, is the coefficient of friction of the material and is        μ           α   
the lead-in angle.  

Assembly force calculations for both of the snap-fit designs are shown in the table below ( is  F i               F i   
highlighted in orange):  

 

Table 16: Snap-Fit Design Calculations 
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Materials & Manufacturing Methods 

 
The team chose to redesign two parts: the pump base and the foot stand. This section details the                  
steps taken to identify the materials and manufacturing methods for both these parts.  

Firstly, per the taught material selection method, the function, objective, constraints, and free             
variables pertaining to each part were identified. Then, the numerical property limits were defined              
and the appropriate material index (MI) was selected for that part via the calculations seen below                
each part header respectivally. With these property limits and material indices, CES software was              
then used to identify the best candidate materials for each part. After this, a functional tolerance for                 
a key part dimension which is most critical to product functionality for each part was specified.                
Finally, CES was used to identify appropriate manufacturing methods based on the seven process              
capabilities.  

Part #1: Pump Base (CO2 Canister Extended Housing) 

The table below details the function, constraints, objectives, and free variables pertaining to the 
Pump Base component.  

Table 17: Translation Step for the Pump Base 

Function  Place the CO2 canister 

Constraints Ability to be threaded, not brittle, same size as 
the hole, needs to be strong enough 

Objectives Minimize cost, maximize durability, must be 
light 

Free variables Shape of the base to some extent 

Property Limits 

The pressure exerted by the cartridge inside the hole be is 130 psi which is around 0.9 MPa          P         

therefore the material needs to be such that it leaks before break hence  

 (1).9MPa  σy ≥ 0  

where  is the yield strength.σy  

The material should not be brittle so as to not crack and fail while threading a hole for the canister.                    
Therefore, the material needs to have high fracture toughness hence  

> 1 MPa*  (2)K IC  m1/2  

where is the fracture toughness. The value 1 MPa* is from the CES material and process K IC          m1/2         

charts for fracture toughness against Young’s modulus. 
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Material Index 

1) The base needs to be able to withstand pressure exerted by the canister so that it leaks before it                    
breaks and the material index will be  

 (3)I /σ  M = K IC Y  

where  is the yield strength and is the fracture toughness of material.σY K IC   

 

2) To be able to thread a hole in the base for canister, the material cannot be brittle so that it                     
doesn’t shatter. Thus the brittleness of the material depends on the load limited material index: 

 (4)K /E  C =  IC  

Where  is the fracture toughness, E is the elastic modulus and C is a constant.K IC   

 

3) How much the foot stands will cost must be accounted for, as the panel members are ready to                   
pay a total of 20$and the team needs to make sure that that price range is not exceeded. The                   
strength limited design at minimum mass for a cylinder with internal pressure is used for this                
purpose: 

MI = , (5)/(ρ )  σY * CM  

Where is the yield strength (MPa), is the density (kg/m^3) and is the cost per unit mass σY        ρ       CM       

($/kg) 

Material Selection 

First the limit stage was used with the limits defined in Equation 1 and 2 on p. 31, leaving 77                    
materials to choose from. After the limit stage, the graph stage was implemented with three               
different material indices (shown in Equation 3, 4, 5) to compare the remaining materials. First, the                
leak before break material index as defined in Equation 3 above was used. After applying the leak                 
before break material index, the number of available materials was reduced to 62 as shown by the                 
graph provided in Figure 16 on the following page. 
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Fig 16: Leak Before Break Criteria Applied in CES Graph Stage 

Secondly, the material index for the brittleness was used as defined on Equation 4 on p.32. After                 
applying this material index, the number of available materials was reduced to 10, shown in the                
figure below. 

 
Fig 17: Minimized Brittleness using the CES Graph Stage 
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Finally, the material index for cost as defined by Equation 5 on p. 32 was used to minimize the cost 
of the part as shown below in Figure 18. 

 

 
Fig 18: Minimized Cost Using the CES Graph Stage 

After this, only 4 materials remain, listed below: 
● ABS 
● Paper and cardboard 
● PE 
● PP 

The team will choose ABS for this part since it is recyclable, easier to find and has a low cost. 
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Functional Tolerance 

Critical Dimension: OD of threaded interface with pump cylinder (Must conform to SAE 45 degree 
flare fitting standard) 

The functionality of creating air pressure to inflate tire means that a secure air tight fit between the                  
two parts is necessary and the tolerance is set by the outer diameter needed for good thread                 
engagement for undersize parts and ability to be assembled given flex in the parts for oversized                
parts. This thread engagement allows the retaining ring to apply enough force to keep the O-Ring in                 
contact with the inner wall of the pump tube. The connection follows a SAE 45 deg flare fitting                  
standard. Figure 19, below, shows this critical dimension and the requisite tolerances.  

 
Fig 19: Critical Dimension (OD of threaded interface) and associated tolerances for the Pump Base 
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Process Selection 

The seven process capabilities were identified for the Pump Base. They have been provided in the 
table below. 
 

Table 18: Process Capabilities for the Pump Base 

Material ABS 

Shape Hollow 3D 

Mass/Size Range 0.010 - 0.015 kg 

Minimum Section 5-10 mm 

Tolerance 0.1-0.5 mm 

Roughness 1-2 µm 

Economic Batch Size  >100,000 units 

 

After using CES 2018, with the above characteristics input into the Level 3 Process Selector, the 
following processes were identified: 

● Die Pressing & Sintering 
● Electroforming (small-scale) 
● Injection Molding (thermoplastics) 

● Injection Molding (thermosets) 
● Investment Casting, manual 
● Powder Injection Molding 

 
The figures on the following pages (Figures 20-24) show the CES manufacturing process charts for 
the pump base.   
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Fig 20: Process Chart (Mass) for Pump Base 
 

 

Fig 21: Process Chart (Section Thickness) for Pump Base 
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Fig 22: Process Chart (Tolerance) for Pump Base 
 

 

Fig 23: Process Chart (Roughness) for Pump Base 
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Fig 24: Process Chart (Economic Batch Size) for Pump Base 
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Part #2: Foot Stand 

The table below details the function, constraints, objectives, and free variables pertaining to the 
Foot Stand component. 

 Table 19: Translation Step for the Foot Stand 

Function  To provide stability to user while pumping air into tire 

Constraints Needs to be strong enough to not fail i.e fracture, deform or crack, under load 
(weight) of the user; provide good grip to the user, 

Objectives Minimize cost, keep the shape of pump as narrow as possible to keep it 
handy, must be light 

Free Variables Part thickness to some extent 

 

Property Limits 

To calculate the property limits, the worst-case scenario for every value is used to determine a                
conservative material choice. 

The team assumed that the average weight of the user from age 20-40 was 87.5 kg                
(https://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/320917.php). The surface area of the foot stand        
was calculated to be 0.02m^2. Therefore the compressive strength is: 

 0.0215MPa (6)   σc ≥  

The team needs the material of the foot stands to have a high elastic modulus in order for it to not 
deform under high loads i.e needs to be able to held its shape: 

 (7)GPa  E ≥ 2  

Material Index 

1) The foot stand needs to be strong enough so as to not fail under load (weight ) of the user and the 
material index for it will be: 

 (8)/ρM = σf  

where  is the failure strength and is the density of material.σf ρ  

2) The team needs to take into account how much the foot stands will cost as the panel members                   
are ready to pay a total of 20$ and the team must not exceed that price range: 
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 MI = /(C ρ)σf 1/2
M  (9) 

 where is the strength of the material (MPa) and  is cost of material per volume σf  ρCM  

Material Selection 

For Part #2, first the limit stage was used with the limits defined on Equation 6 and 7 on p. 40,                     
leaving 77 materials to choose from. After the limit stage, the graph stage was implemented with                
two different material indices (shown in Equation 8, 9) to compare the remaining materials. First,               
the strength material index as defined on Equation 8 on p. 40 was used as shown below in Figure                   
25. 

 
Fig 25: Maximized Strength for Foot Stand Using the Strength Material Index (defined on Equation 8 on p.                  
40) at CES Graph Stage. 

Finally, the material index for cost as defined by Equation 9 on p.2 was used to minimize the cost of                    
the part shown below in Figure 26. 

 
Fig 26: Minimed Cost for Foot Stand Using the Cost Material Index (defined on Equation 9 on p.2) at CES 

Graph Stage. 
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After the Graph Stage, 11 materials remained:  
● Age-hardening wrought Al-alloys 
● Cast Al-alloys 
● Cast iron, ductile (nodular) 
● Cast magnesium alloys 
● High carbon steel 
● Low alloy steel 

● Medium carbon steel 
● Non age-hardening wrought Al-alloys 
● Polyamides (Nylons, PA) 
● Softwood: pine, along grain 
● Wrought magnesium alloys 

 

The team will choose Polyamide (Nylons) for this part since it has good strength, low cost and easy                  
manufacturing. 

Functional Tolerance 

Critical Dimension: Length of the pivot joint 

This tolerance is key to functionality of the product as the Foot Stand must fit into the pump base                   
without the binding of oversized parts or undersized parts being too loose. The design of this part is                  
such that the foot stand should have enough friction with the pump base to hold it up when folded                   
this requires a slight interference fit between the two parts. The figure below shows the critical                
dimension and the requisite tolerances.  

   
Fig 27: Critical Dimension (Length of Pivot Joint) and associated tolerances for the Foot Stands 
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Process Selection 

The seven process capabilities were identified for the Foot Stand. They have been provided in the 
table below. 
 

Table 20: Process Capabilities for the Pump Base 

Material Polyamides (Nylon) 

Shape Solid 3D 

Mass/Size Range 0.005-0.010 kg 

Minimum Section 5-10 mm 

Tolerance 0.1-0.5 mm 

Roughness 1-2 µm 

Economic Batch Size  >200,000 units 

 

After inputting the above characteristics into Level 3 Process Selection in CES 2018, the following 
processes were returned: 

● Electroforming (small-scale) 
● Powder Injection Molding 
● Cold Closed Die Forging 
● Investment Casting, Manual 

● Die Pressing & Sintering 
● Injection Molding (thermoplastics) 
● Hiping, small-scale 

The following figures on the following pages (Figures 28-32) show the CES manufacturing process 

charts for the pump base.  

 

Fig 28: Process Chart (Mass) for Foot Stand  
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Fig 29: Process Chart (Section Thickness) for Foot Stand 
 

 

Fig 30: Process Chart (Economic Batch Size) for Foot Stand 
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Fig 31: Process Chart (Roughness) for Foot Stand 
 

 

Fig 32: Process Chart (Tolerance) for Foot Stand 
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Material & Process Selection Summary 

In the original bike air pump, the pump cylinder and the pump base are a singular component. In                  
redesigning the bike air pump, the team has separated these. The material chosen for the bike                
pump base is ABS. The process selected to manufacture the component is Thermoplastic Injection              
Molding. The objective with redesigning this part was to minimize cost, without impacting             
durability. ABS was chosen as the material for this component because ABS is recyclable, readily               
available, and cheap. Injection molding was chosen as the manufacturing process because it can              
efficiently generate the complex geometry needed for the pump base, while still yielding strong and               
durable parts. Furthermore, it is a process that is cheap and can be scaled up for large batch sizes.  

The material chosen for the bike pump foot stand is Polyamide (Nylons). The process selected to                
manufacture this component is Thermoplastic Injection Molding. In the original bike air pump, the              
foot stand is bent steel. In redesigning the foot stand, the team added dual foot stands, instead of the                   
singular stand the original pump had. By adding an additional part, the team had to be conscious of                  
impacting cost. Therefore, the objective with redesigning this part was to minimize cost and to               
minimize the added weight to the bike pump. Additionally, the part needed to be strong enough to                 
support the weight of the user as they operate the bike pump. Polyamide was chosen as the                 
material for the redesigned foot stand because it has good strength, low cost, and is easy to                 
manufacture. The other options provided by CES were metals and woods. The team thought that               
metals would be more expensive to work with, whereas wood would not have the desired               
durability. The process chosen to manufacture the redesigned part was again, like with part 1,               
injection molding. This was chosen because it is a cheap, efficient, and highly scalable.  
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Final Design Improvements  
 
The figure below, contains an image of the final redesigned bicycle air pump. 

 
Fig 33: The redesigned bicycle air pump. The team has fully redesigned the foot stands and the pump base. By                    
adding dual foot stands, the team improves ergonomics for the user, by allowing them to straddle the pump                  
as they fill their tire, instead of bending over awkwardly. This part is manufactured via injection molding from                  
nylon. By redesigning the pump base, the team has added the ability to screw in CO2 canisters to accelerate                   
the tire refilling process. The team also added a pressure gauge to provide indication to the user of the                   
pressure level in their tire. Finally, the pump handle length was extended to allow for use with both hands.                   
Although the sketch shows the pro-model of the bike pump, meant for the secondary customer group of                 
biking enthusiasts, the base model is similar to this design, lacking only the pressure sensor and the interface                  
to screw in a CO2 canister. 
 

In the final customer survey, the team presented four designs to the customers and asked them                
select the one they would buy. The four designs were: new base pump design ($10.99), the new pro                  
design ($17.99), the old design ($12.97) and the competitor design ($18.87). The competitor design              
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(Schwinn Air Center Plus Floor Pump with Gauge) is provided in the appendix. The results of this                 
survey are shown below in a pie chart: 
 

 
Fig 34: A majority of the customer panels responded favorably to the redesigned bike pump, with all of them 

opting for one of the two redesign models.  
 
As seen in the pie chart above, most customers wanted the pro model as the team able to reduce the                    
price through lowered manufacturing costs to a price below the original product and it has better                
features. 
  
Potentially, the team could change the materials to make a more premium pro version at a higher                 
price point as some customers expressed a willingness to pay a much higher price for the additional                 
features, and a change in materials could make the product lighter and more durable.  
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Design Robustness  
 
The purpose of a bicycle air pump is to pump air into the tires of the bike. Therefore, the function 
we will choose to analyze for this assignment is the capability of the bike pump to pump air in to a 
bike tire.  
 
For this function, target is best. This is because, an underinflated tire defeats the purpose of a                 
bicycle pump and worsens the riding experience for the user. On the other hand, over-inflated bike                
tires are not ideal either, because they compromise speed and riding comfort. Additionally, a biking               
enthusiast might desire different pressure levels depending on the riding conditions (surface,            
weather, etc.). Therefore achieving the target range for tire pressure is best. This range will vary                
based on a number of factors: Weight of rider, tire size, riding conditions, etc. Generally speaking,                
for a bike used in an urban setting, a tire pressure of 80-130 PSI is required. This is suitable for our                     
target demographic with this bike pump. 

 
The appropriate signal to noise ratio is show below:  

NR 10 og(( ) )S =  · l s
y 2

 
 

Seven control factors and two noise factors for this engineering characteristic were identified. 
These are given below: 
 
Control Factors 

1. Clamping Pressure (affects valve seal quality and pressure leakage) 
2. Pump Volume (affects pumping efficiency, higher overall volume after the pump 

cylinder means that a higher volume of air  must be compressed to the desired 
pressure) 

3. Cylinder Diameter (affects resistance felt by user when pumping from friction of seal 
on the pump wall) 

4. Pump Displacement (affects how much air can be compressed in a single stroke) 
5. Pressure Loss (affects pumping efficiency, pressure loss through part connections)  
6. Hand Grip Length (affects pumping speed and pressure felt on the users hand) 
7. Piston Rod Compression (affects efficiency as displacement is lost as rod 

compresses) 
 
Noise Factors 

1. Pump Operation Speed: This will vary depending on the end user’s strength, 
familiarity, and comfort with using the product.  

2. Quality of Valve Seal: 
 
Levels for the Control and Noise Factors defined above are provided on the following page. 
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Control Factors 
1. Clamping Pressure 

1. Adequate 
2. High 

2. Pump Volume 
1. 48 cm^3 
2. 72 cm^3 

3. Cylinder Diameter 
1. 18 mm 
2. 22 mm 

4. Pump Displacement 
1. 170 mm 
2. 210 mm  

5. Pressure Loss  
1. None 
2. Minimal (Over time) 

6. Hand Grip Length 
1. 60 mm 
2. 70 mm 

7. Piston Rod Compression 
1. Adequate 
2. High 

 

 
Noise Factors 

1. Pump Operation Speed 
1. Slow  
2. Fast 

2. Quality of Valve Seal 
1. Aged (After 2 years ) 
2. New (Up to 6 months) 

 
This information can be summarized in a P-Diagram as shown in the figure below: 
 
  

 
Fig 35: P-Diagram for the Bicycle Air Pump 
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The team then chose a noise factor and described how it would apply one of the ‘Strategies to 
Improving Robustness’ to improve the robustness of our product. 
 

Noise Factor: Valve Seal 

 

Strategy: Reduce or remove noise at the source (1) & Use more stringent design requirements (2).  

 

To prevent air leakage and pressure drop at the valve seal we would reduce the chance that the                  
user will improperly use the valve clamp through a few methods.  

(1) First the team would redesign the campling mechanism to give the user more feedback on               
the quality of seal, by design the seal such that the clamp will pop off the tire valve unless                   
properly sealed reducing the chance that the user will use the pump when pressure is               
leaking out of the seal.  

(2) Secoundally, the team will lengthen the clamping lever and use a softer and larger surface               
area rubber seal. The user can then more easily provide the required clamping pressure              
reducing the chance of leakage, and the larger surface area and softer rubber will reduce the                
chance of poor sealing by providing a larger span of sealing locations and the of the seal to                  
deform around larger defects in the valve.  

 

An interaction influencing the E.C. of pressure increase in the tire is that of the the pump                 
displacement and the piston rod compression. The interaction is that to achieve the same total               
displacement a range of cylinder diameters and lengths can be used. As cylinder length increases,               
however, so does the necessary rod length increasing its compression. This influence the ability to               
pressurize the tire because as pressure builds the piston rod experiences increasing compressive             
forces during the pump stroke. As the rod compresses the total displacement of the pump increases                
throughout each stroke decreasing the pressure gain compared to an uncompressed rod. of note is               
that this is likely an interaction that we would ignore in our design as with our chosen materials the                   
rod compression will be very small and hence so will the decrease in the quality of the E.C.  
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Design of Experiments (DOE) 

The DOE for Robust Parameter Setting was started by using the L8 array shown below: 
 
 

 
The interaction we identified earlier was between the pump displacement (column 1) and             
the piston rod compression (column 2).  
 
Then, taking as a noise array (outer array) a 22 full factorial design as shown below, the                 
team showed what noise factor is in what row and what the noise factor levels are. 
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Finally, the specific test configuration being run for the experiments indicated by the ‘X’ s 
were described. The specific test configuration being run for the experiments indicated by 
the ‘X’ s are shown below: 
 
Experiments indicated by X’s are counted from left to right and specify the following              
conditions: 
 
1st X: 

Clamping 
Pressure 

Pump 
Volume 

Pump 
Displacemen
t 

Cylinder 
Diameter 

Pressure 
Loss 

Hand Grip 
Length 

Piston Rod 
Compression 

Pump 
Operation 
Speed 

Quality of 
Valve Seal 

Adequate 48cm^3 170mm 18mm None 60cm Adequate Fast New 

 
2nd X: 

Clamping 
Pressure 

Pump 
Volume 

Pump 
Displacemen
t 

Cylinder 
Diameter 

Pressure 
Loss 

Hand Grip 
Length 

Piston Rod 
Compression 

Pump 
Operation 
Speed 

Quality of 
Valve Seal 

Adequate 48cm^3 170mm 18mm None 60cm Adequate Fast Aged 
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3rd X: 
Clamping 
Pressure 

Pump 
Volume 

Pump 
Displacemen
t 

Cylinder 
Diameter 

Pressure 
Loss 

Hand Grip 
Length 

Piston Rod 
Compression 

Pump 
Operation 
Speed 

Quality of 
Valve Seal 

Adequate 48cm^3 170mm 18mm None 60cm Adequate Slow New 

 
4th X: 

Clamping 
Pressure 

Pump 
Volume 

Pump 
Displacemen
t 

Cylinder 
Diameter 

Pressure 
Loss 

Hand Grip 
Length 

Piston Rod 
Compression 

Pump 
Operation 
Speed 

Quality of 
Valve Seal 

Adequate 48cm^3 170mm 18mm None 60cm Adequate Slow Aged 
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Critique & Conclusions  
 
Our redesigned product meets many of the customer desires and needs we found, but there is still                 
room for improvement. Our primary focus in our redesign was adding additional delightful features              
and improving manufacturability to decrease product cost and improve robustness. Our new            
product has the additional features of a pressure gauge and the ability to optionally use CO2                
cartridges. We also improved its manufacturability, robustness, and the existing footstands. In            
response to these changes all of our customer panel chose our redesigned product over the old                
model or competitor with similar features but at a higher price.  

Our new design could still be improved, and comments from our customer panel suggested that we                
should have address some design characteristics more and that the product could potentially             
target a different market. One comment noted that the design characteristic of increased             
compactness would be desirable, which could have better addressed in our design by weighting              
smaller overall dimensions more against other changes. We also would potentially change the             
materials of our pro model as it uses the same materials as our cheaper base model which incurs                  
some loss of opportunity cost.  We noticed this as a potential change as some customers  

expressed a higher willingness to pay and may be turned away from our product as our materials                 
were selected based on cost minimization rather than decreased weight or aesthetic quality. If we               
were to redesign the same product again, we would target a higher end market for our pro model                  
and do a more extensive and refined initial customer questionnaire to better identify other              
desirable features and considerations, such as compactness, to address in our redesign.  

Overall, our redesign is an improvement in both features and manufacturability over the original              
product, but would benefit from some design and target market refinement informed by better              

initial customer questionnaire and Kano analysis of  feature importance.  
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Appendix 
 
Original Product Link: 
https://www.amazon.com/Malker-Compatible-Schrader-Portable-Aluminum/dp/B01ET2OFJG/ref=sr_1_1_sspa?s=outdoor-recreation&i

e=UTF8&qid=1536519595&sr=1-1-spons&keywords=bicycle+pump&psc=1 

 
Direct Competitor Design Link: 
https://www.amazon.com/Schwinn-Center-Floor-Gauge-Orange-x/dp/B072J8D6GR/ref=sr_1_4?ie=UTF8&qid=1544455061&sr=8-4&k

eywords=schwinn+bike+pump 

 

Other Competitors 
https://www.amazon.com/Vibrelli-Mini-Glueless-Puncture-Repair/dp/B010JFWDHS/ref=sr_1_5?s=sporting-goods&ie=UTF8&qid=1538
538607&sr=1-5&keywords=bike+pump 
 
https://www.amazon.com/Performance-Floor-Guage-Glueless-Puncture/dp/B017ADD9N4/ref=sr_1_4?s=outdoor-recreation&ie=UTF8
&qid=1538255547&sr=1-4&keywords=bike+pump 
 
https://www.amazon.com/Pro-Bike-Tool-Presta-Schrader/dp/B019V1PW5G/ref=sr_1_2_sspa?s=outdoor-recreation&ie=UTF8&qid=15
38541830&sr=1-2-spons&keywords=bike+pump&psc=1 
 
 

Lateral Competitors 
https://www.amazon.com/Fitness-Factor-Small-Dual-Action/dp/B0150TYVGY/ref=sr_1_1_sspa?s=sporting-goods&ie=UTF8&qid=1538
539833&sr=1-1-spons&keywords=ball+pump&psc=1 
 
https://www.amazon.com/OKPOW-Quick-Fill-Electric-Inflatables-Mattress/dp/B074GYS7L3/ref=sr_1_1_sspa?ie=UTF8&qid=15385394
02&sr=8-1-spons&keywords=electric+pump&psc=1 
 
https://www.amazon.com/Automatic-Morpilot-Electric-Needle-Nozzle/dp/B07DC1FJVL/ref=sr_1_3?s=sporting-goods&ie=UTF8&qid=1
538538711&sr=1-3&keywords=pump+fast 
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https://www.amazon.com/Malker-Compatible-Schrader-Portable-Aluminum/dp/B01ET2OFJG/ref=sr_1_1_sspa?s=outdoor-recreation&ie=UTF8&qid=1536519595&sr=1-1-spons&keywords=bicycle+pump&psc=1
https://www.amazon.com/Malker-Compatible-Schrader-Portable-Aluminum/dp/B01ET2OFJG/ref=sr_1_1_sspa?s=outdoor-recreation&ie=UTF8&qid=1536519595&sr=1-1-spons&keywords=bicycle+pump&psc=1
https://www.amazon.com/Schwinn-Center-Floor-Gauge-Orange-x/dp/B072J8D6GR/ref=sr_1_4?ie=UTF8&qid=1544455061&sr=8-4&keywords=schwinn+bike+pump
https://www.amazon.com/Schwinn-Center-Floor-Gauge-Orange-x/dp/B072J8D6GR/ref=sr_1_4?ie=UTF8&qid=1544455061&sr=8-4&keywords=schwinn+bike+pump
https://www.amazon.com/Vibrelli-Mini-Glueless-Puncture-Repair/dp/B010JFWDHS/ref=sr_1_5?s=sporting-goods&ie=UTF8&qid=1538538607&sr=1-5&keywords=bike+pump
https://www.amazon.com/Vibrelli-Mini-Glueless-Puncture-Repair/dp/B010JFWDHS/ref=sr_1_5?s=sporting-goods&ie=UTF8&qid=1538538607&sr=1-5&keywords=bike+pump
https://www.amazon.com/Performance-Floor-Guage-Glueless-Puncture/dp/B017ADD9N4/ref=sr_1_4?s=outdoor-recreation&ie=UTF8&qid=1538255547&sr=1-4&keywords=bike+pump
https://www.amazon.com/Performance-Floor-Guage-Glueless-Puncture/dp/B017ADD9N4/ref=sr_1_4?s=outdoor-recreation&ie=UTF8&qid=1538255547&sr=1-4&keywords=bike+pump
https://www.amazon.com/Pro-Bike-Tool-Presta-Schrader/dp/B019V1PW5G/ref=sr_1_2_sspa?s=outdoor-recreation&ie=UTF8&qid=1538541830&sr=1-2-spons&keywords=bike+pump&psc=1
https://www.amazon.com/Pro-Bike-Tool-Presta-Schrader/dp/B019V1PW5G/ref=sr_1_2_sspa?s=outdoor-recreation&ie=UTF8&qid=1538541830&sr=1-2-spons&keywords=bike+pump&psc=1
https://www.amazon.com/Fitness-Factor-Small-Dual-Action/dp/B0150TYVGY/ref=sr_1_1_sspa?s=sporting-goods&ie=UTF8&qid=1538539833&sr=1-1-spons&keywords=ball+pump&psc=1
https://www.amazon.com/Fitness-Factor-Small-Dual-Action/dp/B0150TYVGY/ref=sr_1_1_sspa?s=sporting-goods&ie=UTF8&qid=1538539833&sr=1-1-spons&keywords=ball+pump&psc=1
https://www.amazon.com/OKPOW-Quick-Fill-Electric-Inflatables-Mattress/dp/B074GYS7L3/ref=sr_1_1_sspa?ie=UTF8&qid=1538539402&sr=8-1-spons&keywords=electric+pump&psc=1
https://www.amazon.com/OKPOW-Quick-Fill-Electric-Inflatables-Mattress/dp/B074GYS7L3/ref=sr_1_1_sspa?ie=UTF8&qid=1538539402&sr=8-1-spons&keywords=electric+pump&psc=1
https://www.amazon.com/Automatic-Morpilot-Electric-Needle-Nozzle/dp/B07DC1FJVL/ref=sr_1_3?s=sporting-goods&ie=UTF8&qid=1538538711&sr=1-3&keywords=pump+fast
https://www.amazon.com/Automatic-Morpilot-Electric-Needle-Nozzle/dp/B07DC1FJVL/ref=sr_1_3?s=sporting-goods&ie=UTF8&qid=1538538711&sr=1-3&keywords=pump+fast
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